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ABSTRACT ARTICLE INFO

Smart Question Answer System (SQAS) is a hot topic in both Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR). SQAS are pretty much different from web based 
search engines which works on the principal of Information Retrieval(IR), however QA 
systems works on the concept of Information Retrieval (IR) as well as Information Extraction
(IE). Web based search engines takes user’s query in natural language and responds the same 
with references and URLs of related documents and websites, but they failed when a user 
wants precise answer for their query.  By considering these limitations of search engines 
people finds that there is a need for such a system which answer the user’s query rather 
responds with references or URLs of  related documents.  SQAS provides precise answer for 
query. In our proposed system, if the answer is not in databases then that question get 
forwarded to www sites to search answer and then that get updated in database. And also 
other users can give answers for the same question. A SQAS comprises of three core 
components question classification, information retrieval and answer extraction module.  

Keywords— Question Answering, Question Processing,  Natural Language Processing, 
Information Retrieval, Information Extraction, Answer Extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Question  Answering  makes  research  from  different
domains,  Which  is  supported  by  research  in  Information
Retrieval  (IR),  Natural  Language  Processing  (NLP)  and
Information Extraction (IE).  The number of internet  users
are increased day by day .
 What current information retrieval systems can do is 
document retrieval, i.e. The system  returns only with the 
relevant ranked documents which contains these keywords. 
These systems do not returns or answer the users query with
precise answer. Users must have to extract answer from the 
presented document by its own.
 

For example, if we ask a question to a human he responds to
that with the exact and precise answer that we want, but 
search engines provides only the links or URL or references.
After facing these problems then concept of information 
extraction comes into play which is used by Question 
Answer Systems.
 We proposed a system which works on information 
retrieval which provides precise answer for users question 
and also other registered users can give their answer for the 
same question. The system accepts a Natural language (NL) 
question as an input then sentence direct transform into 
query through its logical form. The system  identify the 
correct question types to provide a sensible or
relevant answer. Keyword extraction is the first step for 
identifying the input question type. Once the question has 
been identified, an IR system is used to find a set of 
documents containing the correct keywords.

II. QA SYSTEM  FRAMEWORK

SQAS  Comprises  of  three  modules.  Each  module  also
divided in sub-modules. Three main modules are Question
Processing  module,  Document  Processing  module  and
Answer  Processing  module.  Question  processing  module
performs  question  identification  and  classification.
Document  processing  module  performs  IR.  Answer
processing module extracts answer in proper format.
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IR is more important for QA, If no relevant documents is
retrieved,  further processing can be done with the help of
WWW  sites.  For  the  final  result  generation  answer
extraction is used which gives precise answer for Question.

A. Question Processing Module:

Question Analysis:
It analyse query for representation of main information that 
is required to answer users query. Question analysis means 
to identify the focus question. But, just classification and 
knowing its type not sufficient to answering all question. 
Question’s focus has been defined by Moldovan et al.[14] 
by seeking the sequence of words which indicates what is 
asked. They identifies the question by seeking the question 
word, which probably gives a direction to the system that 
what you have to find or what type of information is user 
looking for. For example, questions with “What” as 
question keyword can have factoid type answer,  may be 
definition type, or even descriptive type. “How” keyword 
question are mostly descriptive type, “when or who” 
keyword question are mostly factoid type.

TABLE-1

Fig: Question Types and the Corresponding Structure Rule.

Question Classification:
It classifies the question according to the taxonomy or 
keyword used in the query, which leads to the expected 
answer type. Classification of question into one of several 
predefined categories is very important for finding answer 
candidates accurately.

To answer a question correctly, we must required to 
understand the question that what is asked or what type of 
information is asked by question. Because if we know the 
type of question it provides constraint on finding the answer
or gives some direction or way to seeking information 
(Table-1).
 
Question Reformulation:  It performs query phrasing and 
transform query in to semantically equivalent ones which 
helps in information retrieval process. 
After  finding  focus  and  type  of  ”Question  Type”,  this
module forms set of keywords to be passed to information
retrieval  component  for  further  processing.  Process  of
extracting keywords from question can be performed using
standard  techniques  like  named-entity  recognizer,  part  of
speech tagger etc. that can be used in finding semantically
related  keywords  that  might  also  occur  in  retrieved
documents containing answer phrases.

B. Document Processing Module:
This module mainly depends upon one or more information
systems  to  gather  the  relevant  information  and  probably
uses WWW for information retrieval purpose.

Information Retrieval:
 Information retrieval system’s goal is to retrieve possibly
accurate results in response to query submitted by user and
rank these results according to relevancy. But one thing is to
be  considered  that  IR  systems  uses  cosine  vector  space
model to measure similarity between query and document.
However QA system wants to retrieve only those documents
when all keywords are present IR systems are evaluated on
the basis of their capability of precision and recall  as the
performance metrics. However QA system has nothing to do
with  precision,  their  main  focus  is  on  recall.  Since  QA
systems later processes returned documents, the recall of IR
system should be prioritize over its precision.

Paragraph Filtering:
IR system retrieves very large number of documents. So the
function of paragraph filtering is to reduce the number of
relevant  candidate  set  of  documents,  also  reduces  the
candidate  paragraphs  from  each  document.  The  main
function  of  paragraph  filtering  is  that  most  relevant
documents  must  contain  relevant  keywords  in  few
neighbouring paragraph, they are not dispersed over whole
document.

Paragraph Ordering:
Aim of paragraph ordering is to rank the retrieved 
paragraphs in accordance with the degree of containing 
answer segment. It is performed using standard radix sort. It
involve three different scores to order paragraph. 
Same word sequence score— number of recognized 
words from question in same sequence within the current 
paragraph window. 

Distance score— number of words separating the most 
distant keywords that are present in the paragraph window. 
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Missing Keyword score— number of keywords  that 
doesn’t match within the current paragraph window. 

C. Answer Processing Module:
The final phase of QA architecture is Answer Processing 
module which is responsible for identification, extraction 
and validation of answers from set of generated ordered 
paragraph received from document processing module. Task
to be done by answer processing module is to

Answer Identification:
Determining Answer type during question processing 
module is very important for identification of the answer. 
Type of answer is totally depends on the questions which 
have asked, so relying on parser is necessary or we can use 
POS (part of speech) tagger that can enable recognition of 
candidate answer with the identified paragraphs. Answer 
extractor and validations are based onset of heuristics[14]. 

Answer Extraction:
The parser helps in the recognition of answer candidates 
present in paragraph. So after identifying the answer 
candidates, we apply set of heuristics for extracting relevant 
words or phrases that asked question. 

Answer Validation:
Confidence of answer’s correctness can be increased in 
number of ways. There are several dimensions which can be
used to support the answer validation. It considers degree of 
match between passages retrieved corresponding to the 
question, source reliability, temporal relation- ships, 
taxonomic classification and semantic relationships.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

From the history of QA systems the first known QA system 
is BASEBALL that was developed by GREEN et al [3] in 
1961, it answers question about all the baseball games 
played in the American league in one season. It is a domain 
specific QA system with limited set of data sets available.

Then later a system named LUNAR which was designed in 
1971 a result of Apollo moon mission, LUNAR helps 
geologists to easily access, compare and evaluate the data of
their chemical analysis of lunar rock & soil which was 
gathered under that mission. In 1993 world’s first online 
question answering sys- tem was available named START 
developed by Boris Katz[2], it answered the question asked 
in natural language in all domain. Further improvements 
were made in the systems to increase its answering ability 
and performance.

Yen et.al explained a QA framework based on Machine 
Learning [5], which incorporates the classifier based on 
questions, manageable documents or passage retrieval. 
Purely, QA system is a technique of uncovering the exact 
answers to the questions asked by the user over a massive 
collection.

A hybrid hierarchy-of-classifiers framework for finding the 
quality answers in yahoo answers is proposed by 
Toba,Hapens [8] . Before analyzing the different answers to 
a given question, the question is analyzed first. In this 
paper ,the user answers are compared with the expected 
answers which has been already stored for the different 
question types. The framework is compared with different 
questions from yahoo answers and the best answer 
prediction is good and very accurate .
The paper gave research and analysis on the inverted index  
technology and adopted the improved TFIDF weighting 
formula in order to improve the accuracy of retrieval 
explained; introduced a distributed multi-threading 
technology, cache technology in the retrieval system[5].

In the paper the architecture and implementation of the UNL
interlingua based question answering system is given that is 
capable enough to handle user queries against a language 
independent representation of document[6].

Paper count Question Answering Systems and analyze the 
propositions according to different points. One of the most 
important features of QA Systems is their ability to provide 
exact answers, because different sources are the target of 
these systems[7] 

IV.  USE CASE DIAGRAM

V. SEARCHING TECHNIQUE
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Here  we  used  LIKE  operator  from  SQL  as
searching method which performs functionality of
binary search algorithm. Binary Search is a very
fast and efficient searching technique.

Algorithm for Binary Search:
 Algorithm Binary_Search(list,item)
 Set L to 0 and R to n:1
 If L>R, then Binary_Search terminates as

unsuccessful
 Else
 Set m(the position in the mid element) to

the floor of( L+R)/2
 If Am<T, Set L to m+1 and go to step 3
 If Am>T, Set R to m:1 and go to step 3
 Now, Am =T
 The search is done; Return( m)

 

VI.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this way we developed a web based application
which solves users query and response short text 
answer in very less time.
For future scope we can add functionalities such 
as Ranking, Mailing, user can make a blog, 
globalization.
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